
hey friends,

it is with heaviness in my heart that i reach out to share that my car was broken
into on thursday evening + all of theDrop's silent disco headsets were stolen.

in the past, i've kept much of the gear in my car ongoing to avoid extra strain on my
body moving everything to + fro.  for those of you who have participated in my classes
or events, you know it's a lot of stuff.  however, lately i've been shifting the gear around
more frequently, taking it in + out of the house to avoid having any valuables in my car
when i'm at rehearsals in oakland for the dance team i joined earlier this year.  all the
shuffling of gear got my mind boggled + on thursday ... i simply forgot to take our duffel
bags out of the car before driving to oakland.

upon returning to my car after rehearsal, my heart sank as i discovered my back
windshield smashed, all three our duffel bags containing silent disco gear taken, and my
trunk covered in glass + rain.

here's a list of the most noteworthy items that were stolen ...

70 silent disco headsets
1 microphone body pack + headset
1 silent disco transmitter
3 patagonia duffel bag backpacks
2 blankets
1 heavy duty 10-outlet power strip

luckily, i was able to drive home safely despite the damage to my car.  thankfully, koga +
ryan are also safe.

to be honest + vulnerable, this feels like an all time low for me.  i'm frustrated with
myself knowing this could have been avoided, sad knowing that someone was so
desperate they needed to commit this crime, + scared knowing that i no longer have
access to the equipment that has enabled me to make a living sharing movement thru
the last 3 years.  i've always told myself, "as long as i have this gear, i can go anywhere
+ share my art.  as long as i have this gear, i can support myself.  as long as i have this
gear, i can survive."

i'm reaching out today for a few reasons ...



first, to notify those of you in theDrop's network + let you know our next several outdoor
classes will be facilitated with a speaker rather than headsets.  i likely won't be adjusting
the language on our schedule or other communications to reflect this change as i don't
know how long it will take to replace the equipment + in the midst of this occurrence, my
attention is needed elsewhere.

+ next, to ask for your help.

theDrop's mission is to create opportunities for music, movement, meaningful
connection, + magic to coexist. our silent disco gear has enabled us to create a
profoundly positive impact on our community, hosting experiences in beautiful outdoor
locations without disrupting other folks or critters enjoying the environment.

if you can, plz consider making a donation toward restoring our silent disco
equipment in order to help us continue bringing beats to booties + smiles to
faces.

click HERE to donate <3

we are not yet sure the exact expense of replacing all the stolen equipment, but our
goal is to raise $10,000.  the above link takes u directly to my venmo because we've
found that sites like gofundme take a percentage of donation funds + don't necessarily
offer an option for instant bank transfer which isn't ideal for covering immediate
expenses.

if you’d prefer to support our recovery with a purchase rather than a monetary
donation, i’ve created a wish list of items that need to be replaced HERE.  if you’d
like to purchase something on the list, plz let me know directly via email, text, or
whatsapp so that i can give you our shipping address + remove the item from the list so
that nobody else purchases the same item.

thank u for reading ... plz don't let this darkness dim the sparkle of your day.  also, plz
know that if a financial contribution is inaccessible or impractical for you, any loving
response or words of encouragement would be greatly appreciated at this time.

with love + gratitude,
devi

https://account.venmo.com/u/devihadsell
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13PmxTBmnhLyKvCoqQOOJ37Yz-bfVd9ejmFHT37ASYv0/edit?usp=sharing

